


*The overall approved budget and the release of the second and any subsequent tranche are
conditional and subject to PBSO 's approval and subject to availability of funds in the PBF
account. For payment of second and subsequent tranches the Coordinating agency need5 to
demonstrate expenditure/commitment of at least 75% of the previous tranche and provision
of any PBF reports due in the period elapsed.

Any other existing funding for the project (amount and source): 

PBF 1'1 tranche (70%): PBF 2nd tranche* (30%): 

FAO : $ 751.748 FAO: $312,178 

UN Habitat: $ 298, 252 UN Habitat: $ 127,822 

Total $ 1,050,000 Total: $ 450,000 

PBF yd tranche* L%): 

Provide a brief project description (describe the main project goal; do not list outcomes and 

outputs): The main objective of this project is to promote peace in communities in the north of Guinea 
Bissau through dialogue and inclusive and transparent mechanisms for the sustainable use and management 
of land. The project aims to pilot a series of mechanisms and approaches that can be leveraged by 
communities and institutions addressing land governance issues at different levels to reduce the competition 
for land among individuals, families, and communities, and minimize the conflict among different 

institutions involved in land governance. The project will have a specific focus on youth inclusion in land 

governance: youth will be the entry point to leverage existing capacities and innovate existing structures 
contributing to make the legal framework more clear, effective, and inclusive. 
Overall, the project will focus on dialogue and collaborative land use planning mechanisms to minimize 

the potential for land conflict, strengthening the relationship between citiLens and institutions. The proposed 
intervention will foster youth inclusion in conflict prevention and management and will contribute lo 
improve the collaboration between formal and traditional entities and communities to better manage 

conflicts that eventually arise. Finally. it will work on empowering youth at the community level to 
leverage their access to land and economic opportunities so as to deduct them from the conflict dynamics 
that affect them. The experience will serve as a reference for the elaboration of policy recommendations and 
the identification of good practices for the institutionalization of the piloted approaches, tools and 

methodolo2ies, allowing for replication and scaling. 
Summarize the in-country project consultation process prior to submission to PBSO, including with 

the PBF Steering Committee, civil societ:) (including any women and youth organizations) and 

stakeholder communities (including\\ omen, youth and marginalized groups): The project proposal has 
been developed by FAO and UN Habitat in close collaboration with lntcrpeace and Voz di Paz team 
(implementing partner) so as to mainstream their e,perience in conflict management at community level and 
in women and youth inclusion in decision-making. This configuration integrated FAO experience in working 
on Land Law implementation and UN-Habitat's knowledge on collaborative processes of combining spatial 
and strategic elements in land use planning at the national, regional, and local level. 
The project development saw the involvement of key above mentioned institutions. A first consultation with 
the General Directorate of Geography and Registration and General Directorate of Local 

Administration and Local Power both under the Ministry of Territorial Administration and Local 

Power were organized in June 2021 to better understand the area� here land governance related conflict has 
a stronger impact and size these phenomena and its consequences. 
After passing to the second step of the GYP! selection process, the project team organized two meetings in 
October 2021 with the Secretariat for Youth and Sports and the National Institute for Youth to 
understand their strategic priorities with respect to the objectives of the proposed project, to incorporate their 
perspective and needs in the proposal and to explore possible synergies with other ongoing interventions. 
The project has been developed in close collaboration with the PBF Secretariat in Bissau and the project 
team participated in a consultation process organized by the PBF Secretariat with all the relevant 
go,ernmental and non-governmental institutions and CSOs which allowed to further redirect the proposal 
and tdentif\ possible synergies. 
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Project Gender Marker score4
: GM2 

The budget includes 30,22 % to Gender and Women Empowerment with a total amount of$443.34 I ,77 

Briefly explain through which major intervention(s) the project will contribute to gender equality 
and women's empowerment s: 
Evidence collected worldwide confinns that the direct involvement of women in land management promotes 
more sustainable land use and improved socioeconomic conditions (Aswani and Weiant 2004; Nyssen et al. 
2004). The whole intervention will focus on creating concrete entry points for women and young 
women's involvement in decision making processes around land planning, use and division to make steps 
forward ensuring women ·s right to land property. The project will adopt a differential approach, to address 
the high specificity of the condition of young women and older women. Cooperation between women from 
different generations will be pursued to ensure the non-replication of excluding patterns and lo increase 
solidarity between the two groups. 
Building on previous experiences and results achieved, the p.-oject will engage both men and women in 
women promotion activities to avoid possible backlash and create the consciousness of the shared 
responsibilities. The project will give equitable opportunities to women and men of different ages to 
participate in its activities and bear its direct and indirect benefits (e.g. by having a say in land management 
and use and the associated yielded resources, they consequently are empowered to influence other decisions 
in their communities). It will take into consideration the respective repartition of social and economic 
roles and address specific vulnerabilities related to women status, illiteracy. pregnancy or breastfeeding, 
single mother, women head of household and low access to resources and information. Young women will 
be a specific target of some activities at the regional and community level and their presence will be 
encouraged and monitored through a series of dedicated indicators. 
Project Risk Marker score6: 3 

Select PBF Focus Areas which best summarizes the focus of the project (select ONLY one) 7:
"Re-establish basic services on land management'' 

If applicable, SDCF/UNDAF outcome(s) to which the project contributes: 
• Outcome 4: the public institutions, Civil Society Organizations, and the private sector ensure the 

promotion of sustainable management of the environment and natural resources, risk management, and
disaster prevention.

• Peace Building Priority 3 of the new cooperation framework 2022- 20026 signed by the United Nation
with the Government of Guinea Bissau :"Support an enabling environment to expand socio-economic
oppor1unities and inclusiveness and implementation of fiscal policy and accountability"'

Sustainable Development Goal(s) and Target(s) to which the project contributes: 
• SDG I: End poverty in all its forms everywhere, Tarn.et: ''by 2030 ensure that all men and women,

4 Score 3 for projects that have gender equality as a principal objccth e and allocate at least 80% of the total project hudget
to Gender Equalit) and Womcn·s Emp<)\\Crment (GEWE) 
Score 2 for projects that have gender equal it) as a signi Ii cant objective and allocate between 30 and 79% of the total project 
budget to GEWE 
Score I for projects that contribute in some ,,a) to gender equality. but not significant!) (less than 30°0 of the total budget 
for GE\\ F) 
5 Please consult the PBF Guidance ole on Gender Marker Calculations and Gender-responsive Peacebuilding
6 

Risk marker O = lo"' risl-. to achieving outcomes
Risk marker I = medium risk to achieving outcomes 
Risk marker 2 = high risk to achieving outcomes 
7 PllF Focu, Areas arc·
( I I) SSR, ( 1.2) Ruic of Lm,. ( 1.3) DDR; ( I 4) Poht1cal Dialogue; 
(2. I) National rcconcihation, (2 2) Democratic Go,cmance: (23) Conflict pre,cnuoti/mwiagemcnt, 
(3. I) Employment; (3 2) Fqu1tablc access to social services 
(4.1) Strengthening of essential nauonal state capactt}, (4.2) extension of state authonty/local admm1stra1ton. (4 3) Governance of 
peacebullding resources (including PBF Secretariats) 
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particularly the poor and the vulnerable, have equal rights to economic resources, as well as access to 
basic services, ownership, and control over land and other forms of property, inheritance, natural 
resources, appropriate new technology, and financial services including microfinance'': 

• SDG 5 "Gender Equality Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls" Targets: "Ensure
women's full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision
making in political, economic and public life" and "End all forms of discrimination against all women
and girls everywhere";

• SDG 8: "Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, ful I and productive employment
and decent work for all" Target: ·'Promote policies to support job creation and growing enterprises";

• SDG 11: "Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable" Target: "Enhance
inclusive and sustainable urbanization and capacity for participatory, integrated and sustainable human
settlement planning and management in all countries";

• SDG 16: "Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice
for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels" Target: "Ensure responsive,
inclusive, pa1ticipatory and representative decision-making at all levels".

Type of submission: If it is a 1>roject amendment, select all changes that apply and 
provide a brief justification: 

181 New project 

D Project amendment Extension of duration: D Additional duration in months (number of 
months and new end date): 

Change of project outcome/ scope: D 
Change of budget allocation between outcomes or budget 

categories of more than 15%: D 

Additional PBF budget: D Additional amount by recipient 
organization: USD :XXXXX 

Brief justification for amendment: 

Nole: If this is an amendment, show any changes to the project 
document in RED colour or in 
TRACKED CHANGES, ensuring a new resultji-amework and budget 

I ables are included with clearly visible changes. Any parts of the 
document which are not affected, should remain the same. New project 
si�na/ures are reauired. 
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I. Peacebuilding Context and Rationale for PBF support (4 pages max)

a) A brief summary ofco11jlict analysis ji11di11gs as they relate to this project, focusing on the driving
factors of tensions/conflict that the project aim:, to address and an analysis of the main actors/
stakeholders that have an impact 011 or are impacted by the driving factors, which the project will
aim to engage. This analysis mu.H be gender- and age-responsive.

As mentioned in the report on root causes of conflict in Guinea Bissau 9, one of the main causes of conflict in
the country is the monetization of land. After more than ten years from this report, its analysis is still valid:
land economical value keeps on rising, turning land into a source of income for Guinean citizens. This clashes
with the traditional vision of land as a common good creating a deep fracture within Guinea Bissau society and
giving origin to a series of conflicts between villages, families and even within families. While intercommunal
and inter-family conflicts are mainly motivated with the competition over natural resources for awicultural,
housing and commercial purposes (i.e. tourism accommodation and other services, extractive industry), within
families, traditional inheritance rules and, in general, inheritance procedures often generate conflicts
between the various members of the family
Even though land tenure related conflicts are a nationwide reality, some regions present a higher incidence of
violent conflicts. The chief causes of these conflicts are usually related to poor management of natural
resources, urbanization, climate change effect and the lack of demarcated borders between the
villages/families. The combination of these factors contributes to different conflict patterns particularly evident
in the three regions target of the present proposal:
• In the Cacheu region, the competition for land due to climate changes impacting yields in farming systems

worsened a series of rooted conflicts among different communities resulting in periodical violent outbreaks.
• In the Biombo region, the unplanned growing urbanization determined an increase in land prices leading to 

conflicts among traditional leaders for land control and consequently between families and communities.
• In the Oio region. the increase of land value for agricultural and construction purposes contributed to the

explosion of violent episodes between communities and families resulting in a series of casualties and deaths.

With huge baniers to access to the labor market. youth perceive land as the only resource to increase their 
income and improve their socio-economic condition. I lowever, their right to land ownership is strongly limited 
by inheritance rules and youth are only entitled to "land lease·' which terms are defined by the older generation. 
Youth socio-economic vulnerability makes the lease conditions often unfavorable to them, generating a strong 
frustration that contributes lo the growing tension between different generations. To defend their own economic 
interests, many young people are therefore forced to engage in disputes that in some cases lead to violence. In 
this context, youth are also heavily instrumentalized and manipulated during intercommunal conflicts by their 
own families and communities who use the ethnic-family solidarity bond as a way to involve young people in 
the disputes. These dynamics affect the social bounds within and among communities weakening the social 
tissue of Guinea Bissau society. Young women are made even more silenced: they are completely excluded 
from land governance and often do not have access to land without the intercession of male representatives from 
their families. Young women often do not have access even to land use or lease which is a right reserved mainly 
to older women. While young men play an active role in conflict related to land ownership, young women only 
suffer from their consequences, which has a direct negative impact on their revenues and lives. Women are, in 
fact, the main workforce in the agricultural sector and, despite their active role in agricultural production and in 
contributing to the family income, women do not have access to land ownership and governance. The lack 

of implementation of the Land Law, the customary rules for inheritance and, in general, the submissive 
position of women in the Guinea Bissau society, contribute to keeping women excluded from land ownership 
and therefore maf..ing them a vulnerable group with limited economic opportunities and rights. 
A series of elements underlie and catalyze such land-related conflicts: 
• Weak legal and institutional framework concerning land use and planning. Although the country counts

with a Land Law published in 1998 and then integrated in 2018, its implementation is not homogeneous on
the national territory. Land Commissions that should be established to cooperatively manage land and land
related issues at the national, regional, sector and section level are not yet a folly functioning reality at the
sector and section level, contributing to poor land management at the community level. Additionally, a draft 

law on land use planning has been under review since 20 I 5. but has never been officially published, hence 

9 Thi! ruol cause o/co,1flic1. 1he voice of people. Vo, <li Pa,. 2010
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no guiding frameworks in this topic exist in the country. These gaps in the legal framework and in its 
implementation, combined with weak local governance capacity contribute to perpetrate a series of conflict 
dynamics and exclusion patterns. 

• Plurality of interests. The large number of actors from fonnal and informal institutions involved and the
different and competing interests e�isting around the processes of planning, using, granting and governing
land, contribute to the dysfunctionality of the land governance system in Guinea Bissau. At the institutional
level there is an internal conflict between state institutions mainly due to the lack of a clear definition of
ruling competences among the different authorities in charge of land related issues (ex: between the Region
of Biombo and the Municipality of Bissau). The legislative gap mentioned above, together with the low level
of knowledge of the population on land governance procedures, makes the land �lanning and tenure
legalization process dysfunctional and turns it into an opportunity for corruption and concussion. Traditional
leaders are often involved by formal institutions in decision making on land governance, but these decision
making processes are not formalized and highly depend on the people involved. Considering the lack of formal 
institutions at the local level, traditional leaders play a fundamental role bringing the knowledge of the 
territories and of communities. On the other hand, they have a very strong interest in land related issues: in
some ethnic groups traditional power owns the land of the whole community and, more in general, traditional
leaders and the elder generation involved in decision making, are often also the landowners. This puts them in
a position of conflict of interest which has serious repercussions on their communities and on conflict
dynamics mentioned above.

• Weakness of conflict management institutions. The weakness of justice institutions in the country 10 makes
the population more isolated when it comes to conflict management and resolution, contributing to perpetrate
the exclusion of vulnerable groups from decision making and to increase the lack of trust of citizenship in
the representative of the State. The lack of judicial infrastructure at the local level such as sectoral and
regional courts and low capacities of local institutions (such as Local Administrator and Security
Forces/Police members) in conflict management contributes to creating an institutional vacuum preventing
citizens from resorting to formal conflict resolution mechanisms. As mentioned by the general Inspector of
the Ministry of Territorial Administration, often, citizens resort directly to the Minister al the national level,
but the Minister has no domain on conflict resolution, lack of capacities and resources to operate for this scope
and often recur to mediation and to the support of traditional leaders. In this context, traditional justice plays
an important role collaborating with formal institutions, contributing to conflict mediation and its reconciling
role is recognized and valued by the population. On the other hand, traditional leaders' action is biased by
the conflict-of-interest dynamic mentioned above and their power is progressively questioned by younger
generations. Moreover, traditional mechanisms of conflict resolution are insufficiently youth and gender
sensitive and contribute to limiting youth and women's role in the community. Even though the role of women
and youth in society is changing, their role in decision-making bodies remains marginal 11 and their
participation in traditional justice bodies is weak and without decision-making power. Starting from this
consideration, the lack of formal effective conflict management mechanism contributes to greater exclusion
of youth and women.

h) A brief description of how the project aligns with/ supports existing Governmenlal and UN strategic
frameworks 11

, how it ensures 11ntio11a/ ownership.
At the national level, the project aims to promote peace in communities in the north of Guinea Bissau through 
inclusive dialogues and transparent mechanisms for the sustainable use and management of land. The project is 
aligned and contributes directly to the implementation of the the Land Law General Regulation (Dec 6/2018) 
oriented to create "the basic condition to enhance the land law (5/98) effects in the resolution of multiple 
conflicts arising from the access and use of this essential resource (land)" and build on the structure created by 
the Land Laws itself. The project also aligns with both the Strategic Interventions (ST) 2 and 3 of the National 
Youth Policy (2015). On one hand the activities under outcome I and 2 will contribute to "the development of 
skills, attitudes and behaviors of yowh to favor peace, democracy. participation in the national. regional and 

10 Simidu di jusrisa. f'articiparory barometer 011 rhe perceprion and experience of rhe population: How 10 improl'e rhe 
governance ojj11stice in Guinea-Bissau. lnterpeace/VoL Ji Paz. October 2020 
11 \6 obi mim(jer ku minimt. Justice practices in the village: a view over traditional mechanis,m of conflict resolution 
in rhe Gahu, Oio and Tombali regions, lnlcrpeace/VoL di PUL., Januai') 2020 
11 Including national gender and youth strategics and commitments. such as a National Ac1ion Plan on 1325. a National

Youth Policy etc. 
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international public life'' (ST 2) ensuring '"youth participation in the management of the common goods" 
(specific objective 3). On the other hand, those under outcome 3 will "strengthen the participation o_fyouth in 
the economic development" making youth "more employable andfaci/itat111g their access to the job marke(' 
(specific objective 6). The project, its objectives and activities have already been discussed with both the 
Secretariat for Youth and Sports (SEJD), and the Ministry of Territorial Administration and Local Power 
(MATPL). Their inputs have been included within the project proposal with the perspective of further engaging 
and collaborating collectively along the project implementation. This commitment will enable national 
ownership of the initiative by providing strategic guidance and, therefore, ensure sustainability and institutional 
change. 
In a broader perspective, the project has been developed, considering core findings of the Independent 
Progress Study on YPS: The Missing Peace and is based on the findings of the Youth, Peace and Security 
Agenda and the five pillars of UNSCR 2250 (prevention, particip�tion, partnership, protection and 
disintegration and reintegration). The proposed ,intervention is part of PBF efforts to include the most 
marginalized, promote gender equality and strengthen the role of young people, women, and girls in 
peacebuilding (PBF 2020-2024). The project is also developed in line with the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Framework (UNSDCF) priorities and aligns specifically with the first strategic priority: 
"'Transformational and Inclusive Governance Encompassing Respect for the Rule of Law and Sustaining 
Peace". The UNSDCF establishes four strategic outputs that fall under the first strategic priorities of the 
Government from 2015 to 2025, and the current proposal aligns with: Output I.I (institutional framework and 
the human and operational capacities of the State to support democratic governance and to respond to all citizens' 
needs), Output 1.2 (Inclusive dialogue and citizen engagement, involving youth, women, and vulnerable 
groups), and Output 1.4 (quality justice services, especially for vulnerable people, and the promotion of human 
rights and gender equality). 

c) A brief explanation of how the project fills any strategic gaps and complements any other
relevant interventions, PBF jimded or otherwise. Also provide a brief summary of existing

i11terve11tio11s in the proposal's sector by filling out the table below.
The proposed project builds upon and complements a series of initiatives developed in Guinea-Bissau, not only 
ensuring that established instruments are further utilized, but also that lessons learned are incorporated and that 
there is a clear message of continuity towards the engagement between the UN system, partners and the 
government in the country. The project is rooted in the current land law implementation initiative and aims to 
complement it by introducing a peacebuilding approach to make it more inclusive, connict sensitive and 
effective. Existing local-based governance systems will be strengthened stressing its conflict prevention and 
management component and the inclusiveness of its procedures. In tenns of land use and planning, the project 
will introduce innovative elements, taking collaborative approaches to the community level and building on 
current efforts to establish and enforce the policy and legal frameworks concerning land planning at the national 
level. Depending on the results of the GYPI process. efforts will be made to coordinate with the proposal 
presented by UNDP, WFP and Tiniguena. 

Project name (duration) Donor 
and 

budget 

N'Tent! Terra - Pour une EU 

Go111·ernance 3.000.00 
respomable. Appui a la 0 Euros 
mise en amvre de la loi 
fonciere dans la 
Republique de Guinee-
Bissau 
l'AO 
2016-2022 

S1re11glhening national Ell 
and reJ?.ional developme/11 

Project focus 

I he project focuses on the 
implementation of the Land Law in 
Guinea Bissau. Under this project a 
National )_,.ind Commission. and 8 
Regional utnd Commissions were 
createc.l in compliance with the 
La1v. 

Support national and local decision-
making LO\\ ards a more couitable 

Difference from/ com1>lementarity to current 
1>roposal

Differences: the project has a broader perspective 
on land go,cmance. I he present proposal adopts a 
peaccbuilding perspective to approach land related 
conflicts at the communities and institutional level 
so to facilitate the land la" implementation 
Possible svneri:,ies with the project and its 
results: I he project focuses on 3 regions and aims 
to pilot practices and mcthodologie, (planning 
cxercbes. land commission at the �cctor le�.:!) that 
could be then adopted in the frmne1\ork orthe land 
Im, implementation work. 

Differences: focus at the regional and city scales. 
and II ith a perspective of strategic und spatial 
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pla11ni11g. a Spalial 
Del'elopml'IJ/ Framework 
for G11i11ea-Bissu11 a11J a 
Regional Stra1egic and 
Spatial Developmenl Plan 
for !he .1rc/1ipelago of 
Bijagos (Bijagos 2030) 
UN-1 labitat 
IR months: 2020-2021 

No landa Dj1111tu
Dr011i11g the pal/111·� 
loge/her. nt.'w leadership 
for meaningful 
par/icipaiion. peace and 
s1abili1_1• in Guinea Bissau 

lnterpeace/Vo, di Paz 

18 months: Feb 2021-
Jul) 2022 

Piloli11g the I DI 
111e1hodology. 
UNDP 
oclober/deccmbcr 2021 

Projelo /11d1is1rias 
£-arcitims 

SWISSAID 

659.030 
USD 

PBF 
GYP! 
2020 
341.000 
lJSD 

PBF (in 
the 
fraim:\\ o 
rl.. of the 
political 
dialogue 
project) 

S\\ ISS 
AID 
(core 
funds) 

territorial de:\ clopment in Guinea-
13issau. a, \\ell as building capa\:ity 
on strategic planning. coordination 
and urban de\ clopmcnl and 
rnaximi,ing the benefits from 
public and private investments. 
contributing to reducing territorial 
inequalities at the national level. 

!"he project aims to str.:ngthcn the. 
role and leadership of youth lo 
enhance their inclusion in and 
inllm:nee on democratic 
de\clopment and peacebuilding 
processes in Guinea-Bissau. 
Generating a reflection on ) outh 
role in dccision-making processes. 
reinforcing their re,ponsihilit) and 
capacit) to joint!) act and inllucnce 
public dccision-making bodies arc 
l..e) entry point:, of the project. 

This small pilot project aims to 
pilot the VOi mcthodolog) in the 
resolution of land related conflict in 
:,omc communities in Caehcu and 
Biumlx, region. 

SWIS!::>AID de\cloped an 
intenention to support the areas 
interested in extractive acti\ities 
(phosphates. bam.itc, con,truction 
sands and oil) \\hich include a 
conllict management component 
de\Cloped in partnership" ith 
RLMl,ML (the \\omen Mediators 
Nt:t\,ork). 

planning, with land-use planning being a 
secondar) aspect. Possible synergies with the 
1>roject and its results: I he project tested in the
ground a process for collaborati\e spatial planning
that could be replicated at the communit)
(tabanca) le, d. in the region of 13ijag6s. ,, hich
presents similar characteristics in terms of societal
structure, and spatial development

Differences: the project has a broader perspceti\ e 
on )OUth participation \\ ithin institutions and 
panicularl). formal institutions. \\hile the new 
intervention includes a strong focus on land 
management institutions and conllict resolution. 
Possiblt synergies with the project nnd its 
results: Youth platforms created within the project 
"ill sene a basis for youth engagement in this nc\\ 
intervention. Capacit) building \\Ori.. pre, iously 
dt:\elopcd, and the experiences done through the 
micro grant acti\it) could feed the \\orl.. lo be 
developed under outcome 2 and 3. 

Differences: the project is a small intenention and 
do not ha,c any institutional implication 
Possible synerc,:ies with the project and its 
results: the results of this pilot \\ill be taken in 
con�ideration under outcome 2 to integrate the 
capacity building \\Ork and the mediation \\Ork 
forecast under this outcome. 

Differences: SWISSAID onl) targets areas \\here 
e,tructivc acth ilics arc performed and onl) some 
of them on:rlap \\ith the present proposal. 
Collaboration ,�ith the Land Commission at the 
regional and sector le,el b not included. Possible 
wnergies \\ ith the project and its results: 
Rcpresentati\es from REMlJMb will be imolved 
in all the activities in the regions to ensure that 
their cxpcnise and l..ntl\\ ledge b \alu.:d. And 
mechanisms put in place by SWISSAID to 
monitor conflict "ill be embedded in the aeti\ itics 
to ma,irni1e their impact. An initial meeting \�ill 
be organi.rcd Lo share information and good 
practice, and coordinate 

II Project content, strategic justification and implementation strategy (4 pages max Plus 

Results Framework Annex) 
a) A brie

f 

description of the project.focus and approach - describe tlw project ·s 01•erarching 
goal, the implemenration strategy. and how it addresses the conflict cause:, or.factors 
outlined in Section I (must be gender- and age- responsive). 

The main objective of this project is to promote peace in communities in Biombo, Oio and Cacheu regions 

of Guinea Bissau through dialogue and inclusive and transparent mechanisms for the sustainable use of 
land for different purposes - agricultural, housing. and commercial. To do so, the project will intervene on both 
the vertical and horizontal dimension of land governance, bridging institutions and citizens to improve land use, 
planning and access. contributing to make land governance more inclusive. 
The intervention is articulated around three components addressing the different strands of land governance 
related conflicts. Developing a common vision of problems and possible solutions and piloting the 
implementation of participatory mechanisms for land governance (outcome I) the project aims to foster 
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cooperation among stakeholders. This will result in reducing the competition among communities, families and 
social groups over land and will give women and youth the opportunity to participate in processes where they 
arc usually excluded. Working with formal and informal institutions and communities to strengthen existing 
land governance structures and actively include capacitated youth (outcome 2), the project will contribute in 
making conflict prevention and management practices at the sector and regional level more inclusive. This will 
contribute to reducing the competency connict among institutions and steppingstone in the establishment of a 
transparent and cooperative relationship among traditional, judicial, and governmental institutions and 
communities. Finally, empowering young men and young women groups and equipping them with financial, 
communication and agricultural means and capacities (outcome 3) will contribute to counter their 
socioeconomic vulnerability. Particularly it will contribute to strengthening their role within the respective 
communities, boosting solidarity between young men and young women, and enabling them to make steps 
forward the effectuation of their right to access land. 

b) Provide a project-level 'theory of change• - explain 1he assumptions abolll why you expect the
project interventions to lead to changes in the conflict factors identified in the conflict analysis.
What are the assumptions that the theo,:i, is hased on? Note, this is not a summary statement of
your project ·s outcomes.

Conflicts related to access to land involving young people in the northern regions of Guinea-Bissau will be 
reduced, because: 
I. Decisions on land planning, use and management will better represent the distinguished voices and needs of

young men and young women acting as a cohesive group.
2. Residual conflicts will be better diffused by capacitated youth and multiple formal and informal actors

cooperating together.
3. Young men and women will be less vulnerable within their community and more capable to affirm their

position in land governance.

Assumptions: 
• Beneficiaries and institutions will be agents of change and will actively participate in pilot inclusive land

planning processes because they will recognize their potential in making land planning and management more
transparent, inclusive, and efficient and will see their interest considered within them.

•The conflict of interests and competencies between different institutions and social groups (ex: youth and
elders) will be unveiled by participants and addressed through the project activities allowing a functional
collaboration among all the different stakeholders, because the role of traditional leaders, institutional
representatives and in general elders women and men will be transformed within the project. They will
recognize the added value of the intervention because the project embeds their needs, and they wi 11 be engaged
in all the difterent steps of its implementation strengthening their position.

• Effective, collaborative, and inclusive decision-making mechanisms will diminish the incidence of conflict
and particularly of violent conflict.

• Reducing youth economic vulnerabilities will make them less dependent on their communities/families and, 
thus, freer from the instrumentalization dynamics they suffer from.

• Reducing the competition over resources will allow the restoration of cooperation dynamics among different
social groups increasing trust among citizens and institutions.

c) Provide" narr{Jtive de!>·criptio11 of key project compo11e11ts (outcomes and outputs), ensuring
sujficiem attention to gender, age and other key differences that should injluence the project
approach. In describing the project elements, he sure to indicate important considerations
related to sequencing of aclivities.

OufC(lflle I: Formal, i11formal imtitufi(lllf amt citize11s share a cm11mo11 visio11 ofpmhlems li11ked with /a11d 
go1•ema11ce a11d cooperate i11 the impleme11tatio11 ofpos.rible solutio11s e11lw11ci11g tile imp/e111e11tation oftl,e 

land law. The project aims to use dialogue and pilot inclusive and participatory tools to improve land 
governance diminishing the competition over land between communities, families, and social groups. Doing so, 
the project will strengthen the relationship between institutions and citizens and particularly youth and will 
support the participatory definition of inclusive and reality-based regulation procedures in line with the current 
legislation. 
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Output I. I- Regional dialogues on ohstac/es and possihle solutions for a more inclusive land gm·ernance are 
carried out im·olving rounz men ancl voung women leaders. and repre.l'entatfres o{ ker gm·ernment and 
traditional institutions. As a first step the project team will lead a dialogue process with key stakeholders from 
local and regional authorities, including security forces, as well as youth leaders, men and women, from CSO 
and grass root associations (A I. I. I). Participants will be invited in 8 dialogue sessions in areas where land issues 
are particularly sensitive, with the scope to unveil the dynamics of local conflict. the role youth play, and, 
particularly, those elements which contribute to excluding youth from land governance practice and procedures. 
The dialogues, carried out by the Voz di Paz, will allow laying the foundations for trust and mutual 
understanding, reducing the vertical distance between participants' institutions and young men and women. 
Participants will identify priorities and formulate recommendations to make land governance more inclusive 
and these will be shared with all relevant stakeholders at the regional and national level afier an internal 
workshop facilitated by lnterpeace (Al.1.2). These recommendations will also be used to guide the 
implementation of further project's activities and will be presented to the National Land Commission (see 
A 1.3.2). Radio emission produced by Voz di Paz's audiovisual team with the material collected from the 
dialogue, will be broadcasted through national and community radios to raise awareness on land governance 
inclusivity related issues {A 1.1.3). 

OJttput 1.2 Participatorv col/ahoratiw territory planning is carried out with the participation o(traditional. 
formal institutions and women and vouth leaders. Building on its experience in several countries including in 
Guinea-Bissau, UN-Habitat \\ill support an exercise for participatory profiling of the main characteristics of the 
selected settlements via the Settlement Profiling Tool (SPT) (A 1.2.1). This exercise wi 11 be carried out in some 
communities selected in the area of intervention on the basis of specific criteria and will see the participation of 
community leaders and representatives, and local and national-level government bodies, identified along the 
dialogue sessions (see A 1.1.1 ). The SPT will provide a comprehensive overview of the relevant physical, social
economic and policy dynamics that affect a particular settlement, and a series of development scenarios and 
recommendations of potential ways forward. Subsequently, a participatory collaborative spatial planning 
exercise will take place within selected communities involving youth and women, for the demarcation of 
community's borders and expansion areas and the definition ofland use and land-concession processes (A 1.2.2). 

The exercise includes group discussions on the priority uses for the available land (e.g., agriculture, housing, 
commercial), collaborative mapping exercises (e.g .. community members collecting and analyzing information 
on the current land use and distribution), and definition of future land uses for expansion areas. The activities 
will integrate information on how to lot for housing, commercial and other purposes, according to 
collaboratively defined criteria, which will contribute to minimizing land use conflicts within communities. 
Both activities are grounded on well-established methodologies (e.g., Participatory Incremental Urban Planning 
- PIUP), and will be led by the communities themselves, to ensure both the contell.lualization of the approaches,
and their replication in the future. The inclusion of dilferent demographic groups will ensure that different
groups have their insights reflected in the resulting plans and are also able to utilize similar mechanisms in all 
decision-making processes, including those not related with land.
Output 1.3 Poliq recommendation.,· to improve land gm·ernance and land law implementation are developed
and disseminated to relevant regional and national instilutions and stakeholders responsihle for land
1:overnance. The experience gained from Output 1.2 will allow UN-Habitat to work along with the Ministry of
Public Works, Construction and Housing in the development of guidelines on land delimitation, land-use
planning and concession (Al.3.1). The guidelines will serve both for the immediate replication of the 
participatory land planning practices, as well as recommendations to the Land Law implementation and 10 the 
draft of the Land-Use Planning Law. Io foster the national ownership of project results, informing land 
management policies and procedures, the project team will closely work with the National Land Commission
created to oversee the implementation of the Land Law. The Commission involves all the land governance
relevant national institutions. In the framework of the project, the Secretariat for Youth and Sports and the Youth

ational Institute will be invited to participate in the work of the commission on the coherence of the 
intervention with national and international policies and initiatives (A 1.3.2). 

Outcome 2. Preve11tio11 a11d ma11ageme111 ofco11(1ict related to laud govema11ce i.v more effective tlta11ks to 
the collahoratio11 of formal and traditio11al imlilutions um/ commu11ities and aclivelv involved voutl, i11 
cn11flict preve11lio11 and nu111ageme11t. The project aims to leverage existing capacities to strengthen those 
mechanisms that are foresaw in the Land Law at the regional and sector level, boosting their inclusiveness and 
functionality lo make land governance more peaceful and effective. 
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Output 2.1 Young leaders. men and women. are canacitated and their role in prevention and management of 
land related conflict is strengthened. Youth leaders previously involved in the dialogue process with key 
institutional actors will be trained on conflict mediation and resolution technitjues including elements from 
restorative justice and nonviolent communication (A2. l.l ). The training will be developed by lnterpeace in 
collaboration with Voz di Paz, building on their experience with mediation, restorative justice and nonviolent 
communication and will be administered by Voz di Paz research team. The training aims, on one hand, to 
increase competencies and self-confidence of participants shaping their role at the community level. On the 
other hand, it also intends to strengthen youth's culture of peace and peacebuilding making youth more 
conscious of conflict dynamics at the local level and, thus, less vulnerable to their effects. Radio debates will 
be organized together with youth leaders, men and women, traditional leader, and justice operators (A2. I .2) to 
allow them to discuss the role of youth in conflict prevention and mediation. The debates will be broadcasted 
through national and communities' radio to raise awareness of the role youth can play in fostering social 
cohesion and peace. 
Output 2.2 land commissions in the area o[intervention are more efiectfre. and activelv integrate traditional. 
formal institutions. and routh men and women leaders. Following the training, trained youth leaders will 
integrate the regional and sector land commissions. The Land Commissions foresaw by the Land Law, are 
spaces where representatives of government and judicial institutions. traditional leaders, and key CSOs 
periodically meet to manage land governance related issues at the sector level. rhe project will assess the 
situation of the different sectors in the implementation area and will organize a meeting with all the actors that 
are, or should be, involved in the land commission to develop a tailored action plan for each commission to 
address the main issues identified with the dialogue (see A I .  I .  I) (A2.2.1). Afier this, the commissions will 
periodically meet to discuss and analyze land govemance conflicts in their geographical area and possible 
solutions organizing mediations and prevention intervention within the communities. lnterpeace and Voz di Paz 
team will accompany the commissions' activity ensuring technical support through a remote monitoring system, 
integrated by the in-person support offered by the Members of Voz di Paz's Regional Spaces for Dialogue 
(RSD) (A2.2.2.). Doing so, the project will work closely with all the stakeholders to unveil the competencies 
conflict and understand the dynamics that prevent land commissions from being established and functioning. 
The project will allow the adoption of measures tailored lo the needs identified in each commission and will 
accompany their conflict prevention and management action, building the members capacities with a "learning 
by doing" approach to allow greater cooperation and effectiveness in prevention and resolution of land 
governance related conflicts. In the effort of leaving no one behind, this outcome includes a strong dissemination 
component. In the last months of implementation, the project will organize 5 exchange sessions where members 
of the sectoral land commissions will disseminate the experience matured along the project to institutions in 
other regions (Tombalf, Quinara, Bafata, Gabu and Bolama e Bijagos Region). (A2.2.3). They will illustrate the 
methodologies adopted, obstacles encountered, and main results obtained in prevention and resolution of land 
governance related conflicts. Members from Voz di Paz's RSD will support the organization of the exchanges 
in the different localities. IO Video clipes will be produced by the project team, with the material collected along 
the activities, to facilitate the dissemination of the land commissions experiences (A2.2.4). The clips will be 
disseminated through social media and lo relevant institutions through the National Land Commission to 
increase national ownership on the project outcomes. 
Outcome 3. U11derreprese11ted w,ung men 11nd roung women 11re empowered to act as a cohesive group, agree 
011 com111011 1111d s/111re1/ [,11u/ame11t11l.�. mu/ plav <Ill active role i11 /a11tl mm,ageme11t i11 their communities. In 
the effort to tackle youth economic vulnerability. the project aims lo strengthen their access to infonnation, 
knowledge, and credit through a comprehensive training package and to boost their role within their community 
enabling them to cohesively position themselves in the debate on land govemance. 
Output 3.1: Youth and women are supnorted and connected to imprm·e inclusfre land gol'ernance at the 
co1111111111itv level and communities are aware of their role and activities in this field. Building on FAO 
consolidated methodology, the project will facilitate, in 30 communities, the creation and regular meetings of 
youth groups and young women's groups of, approximately, 20 members each (A3. l. I). Afier assessing existing 
groups at the community level, the project will identify those groups which will be supported by the project to 
structure themselves as community-based organizations. Participants in the groups will be considered as agents 
of change within their social context, and will self-define their rules, objectives and action plans in land and 
natural resource management based on the result of the dialogue under outcome I. The project will facilitate 
the self-learning process through groups of groups across different communities. Around 60 volunteer reporters, 
appointed within the youth and women's groups, will be tasked with reporting to groups and communities on 
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land rights related information and conflicts. To give voice to the youth groups, the project will facilitate radio 
debates on land and natural resource management with groups of youth and women (AJ.1.2). Leveraging the 
relationship FAO consolidated with communities' radi'ls in the project areas, the project will collaborate with 
different communities' radios to record and broadcast debates with the facilitations of the project team. The 
debates will be aired locally and retransmitted by national radio stations for a wider audience. 
Output 3.2: }owh. men and women. are empowered a.1 social and economic actors in their communities rhrough 
uccess 10 co111municu1ion and imnrol'ed technical and financial capacities in the a�ricultural sector. In the 
framework of the groups supported, the project will equip group members with ICT equipment facilitating their 
access to infonnation, including agricultural market data and news (AJ.2.1). Providing 60 community reporters 
"ith solar-powered and mechanical radio devices, the project will allow groups to easily connect with social 
media and access national and international media, even when their locations are not covered by mobile 
networks. The project will also work with radio stations in the selected communities to broadcast information 
about the agricultural market that groups of young people and women can hear. The project will strengthen the 
capacities of youth and women groups in sustainable livelihoods through the popularization of agro-production 
and improved technologies. After, youth groups performed a self-assessment of their access to land, the project 
will facilitate the groups' access to agricultural inputs, equipment and technical training to develop sustainable 
agro-entrepreneurship in relation to market opportunities (AJ.2.2) (animal traction, production and processing 
of vegetables and fruits, rice processing. cashew nut processing and poultry production). Developing youth rural 
entrepreneurship will foster youth's self-esteem, create rural income, and mitigate youth migration contributing 
to social cohesion at the household and community levels. It is also important for them to choose value-added, 
and market oriented productive activities based on their local farming livelihood context. Finally, the project 
will strengthen the capacities of groups to develop sustainable financial systems based on the savings and loans 
methodology (A3.2.3). After an assessment of the communities' existing savings and loan systems. the project 
will strengthen existing systems with capacity building and limited financial capital in order to ensure 
sustainable savings and loans within the groups. Group members will meet regularly to collect member 
payments and give revolving loans for productive or social purposes. This will increase the groups' financial 
capacities to grant loans to group members involved in agro-productive entrepreneurship. 
Use Annex C to list all outcomes, outputs, and indicators. 

d) Project targeting- provide a j11stificutionfi>r geographic =ones, criteria.for beneficiary selection.
expected number and type of stakeholders/beneficiaries (must be disaggregated by sex and age).
Indicate whether stakeholders have been consulted in the design of this proposal. Do not repeat all
outputs and activities from the Results Framework.

The interventions will take place in the regions of Cacheu, Oio and Biombo involving stakeholders at the 
regional, sectoral and community level. Within the identified regions the project will focus specifically but not 
exclusively, in the Section ofSuzana (Djobcl, Elia and Arame) and Pelundo (Djolmct e Pantufa) in the Region 
of Cacheu; in Bijimita, Reino Tor e Quinhamel, in the Biombo Region and in Nhacra section in the Oio 
Region. Particular attention will be done also lo the areas of Cai6 and Farim for the presence of extractive 
activities. Specific dissemination activities will be carried out at the national level as a mechanism to increase 
the sustainability of the intervention. Young people play a key role in the implementation of the activities. 
Building on the partners' experience in the field of youth promotion, youth leaders will be selected among 
those youth active in youth networks, organizations and CSOs at the community, sectoral and regional level. 
Under outcome I and 2. the project will involve around 200 youth with a specific attention to young men and 
young women who have the potential to catalyze further youth participation within the mechanisms piloted by 
the project. Specific efforts for the inclusion of young women leaders will be done to counter the 
underrepresentation that affects this category. Under outcome 3,600 youth participants will be selected starting 
from existing youth groups at the community level (youth groups, solidarity groups. bancadas, etc) including 
those youth active at a more informal level and less "connected" with spheres of influence. Considering the 
multidimensional nature of land governance issues, the project will involve a large range of institutional 
stakeholders. More than 200 among Traditional leaders (Comites, Djargas and Regulos), local authorities 
(regional and sectoral), governmental institutions such as delegates from the Ministry of Public Infrastructures 
and the Ministry of Local Administration, and justice operators including sectoral judges and representatives 
from the Centres of Access to Justice (C/\J) will be involved in the activities under outcome I and 2. The 
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mobilization of mediators active al the community level will be ke) in the implementation of activities under 
outcome 2. 

JI. Project management and coordination (4 pages max) 

a) Recipiellf orgu11izatio11s and implementing partners - list all direct recipient organi=ations and their
implementing partners (international and local), specifying the Convening Organi=ation, which will
coordinate the project, and providing a brief jmtijicationfor the choices, based on mandate,
experience, local knowledge and existing capacity.

Agency Total Key Locatio No. of Highlight any existing 
budget sources of n of in- existing expert staff of relevance to 

in budget country staff, of project 
previous (which offices which in 
calendar donors project 
year etc.) zones 

Convening Organization: IL 3M Dctlicated support team on 
FAQ 3 692.682 curos Bissau 30 PBf project� in f'I\O I IQ. 

Implementing partm:rs: l SD World Bank 
12.5 M Opcmtion I ,p.:rt with PB!" 

lntcrpcacc in colluhoration 
l'SD projects management 

,,ith Vo, di PJL: 
Local ONU K/\1 0: 

c:,.periences 

Local ONG /\D: 
Local CBOs. 

Recipient Organization: USO u; USD 13issau 3 Part of the Glohal Land Tool 
UN Habitat 750.964 650.000 Nct,,ork (GLTN). im.:luding 
Implementing partners: UNDP and several staff from UN-1 labitat 
GRDR Migration- Glohal and other organi7ations on 
Citoyennctc-Dcveloppcrncnt rund USD land managcrncnt. 

93.000 Support from regional-level 
c:,.pcrts (50% dedicated to the 
country) 

b) Project 111,magemenl and coordi11"tio11 - Indicate the project implementation team, including
positions and roles and exp/ana/1011 of which positions are to be funded hy the project (to which
percentage). Explicitly indicate how the projecl implementation team will ensure sufficient gender or
yolllh expertise. Exp/am project coordination and oversight arrange111en1s and ensure link with PBF
Secrelariat if it exists. Fill out project implementation readiness checklist in A1111ex A. I and altach
key stafJTORs.

An Operational Coordination Unit (OCU) chaired by FAO and including technical staff from An Operational 
Coordination Unit (OCU) chaired by F AO and including technical staff from F AO, lnterpeace, UN HABITAT 
and implementing pai1ners will be established. The OCU will meet on a monthly basis, or as regularly as 
required, to address project implementation needs, coordinate and plan activities, resolve operational 
challenges, exchange infonnation and oversee technical and methodological aspects of project 
implementation. Representatives of the PBSO Secretary of Bissau could also participate in the OCU sessions. 
The OCU will coordinate with the activity of the project Steering Committee involving relevant national 
institutional actors with the purpose of informing and supporting the implementation of the project and 
fostering national ownership. The key staff includes the following positions: 

Recipient Position Role description % 

Org. 
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Operation 
Expert 

The operation c,pcrt based in Bissau will share I 0% of his 11orking time 11ilh the 10% 
project lo 01crsec the project staff: consultant in listening groups. consultant in 
sa, ing & loanvs)Stem. and field technicians paid I 00% b) the project. The 
operation expert" ill also 01 ersee the implementing partners and will be assisted 
by FAO representation administrative and finance stafTin Bissau. as \\CII as the 
regional office team in Dakar and lhc dedicated l'BF team based in Rome. 

UN 
llabital 

Country 
coordinator 

rhc country coordinator is based in Bissau and has long standing experience both in 50% 
the public and de,·elopment sectors in the country, in a 1aricl) of issues associated 
11ith the management of human settlements. such as land, environment and 
planning. The coordinator will lechnicall) 01 crsee the 11ork lo be carried oul b)' 
experts in difTerent fields associated \\ith land management and governance and ,viii 
be the focal point for liaison with the relevant ministries and local level authorities. 
I le will have 50% of his cost covered b) the project. 

lntcrpcace 
(implcmc 
ming 
partner) 

Programme 
Manager 

With her c:-.perience on project management. with a focus on gender and )'Outh 30% 
promotion initiatives. the PM will support the coordination or lhe project ensuring 
its coherence with a peacebuilding approach. rhe PM 11ill closely accompany the 
implementation of the Vo� di Paz team (IP partner) and support all M&I:. activities. 
The PM will contribute to the dissemination of main project results and the 
management or the political space at the national and international level 1\ilh the 
support of the lnterpeace Regional office based in Abidjan. The Programme 
Manager will dedicate approximatdy 30% of her time to the project. 

c) Risk 111am1geme11t - ldentijj• project-specific risks and how they will be managed, including
the approach to updating risks and making project adjustments. Include a Do No Harm
approach and risk mitigation s/rafegy.

Project specific risk 

Stricter Co, id-I 9 pre, ention 
measures (local travd. meetings) 
could impede the realillltion of 
activities as the) ha\e been planned 
and impact the achic, emcnt of the 
project outcomes. 

Political instability may affcct the 
achievement or the e,pectcd 
outputs and lead to political 
manipulation aff.:cting the overall 
impacl of the project. 

Se,ual abuse of bencliciaries b 
c, CT)bod) business and the project 
will appl) /Cro tolerance policy to 
protect 1ou1h and ,,omen from any 
abust:. 

Risk level 

Prohabilil): 
lligh 
Impact for 
the project: 
Medium 

Probabilit)< 
Medium 
Impact for 
the project: 
lligh 

Probabilit): 
Medium 
Impact tor 
the project: 

lli&h 

Mitigation strategy (including Do 'o Harm 

considerations) 

l he e,pcricnce de\clope<l in 1he last years cquippcd the
different partners \I ith a better understanding of dynamics
undcrl)'ing this multidimensional crisis and ho" to better
address them. Regular communications ,,ith the Co\id-19
1 ligh Commissariat ,\ill help the project team to monitor the
situation and prompt de, elop effective solutions without
impacting the achievement of the project.

I he OCU will regularl) assess thc political situation in 
consullation with the PBF Secretariat in Bissau and other 
rdcvant actors. The National Land Commission 1,i1h the 
participation of governmental institutions ,, ill pla) a 
fundamental role in supporting the project team in navigating 
the political space during unstable moments. The reputation 
and recognized neutrality of the project implementing 
parlners in lhe country ,,ill be fundamental 10 avoid political 
manipulation. 

PSl'A information and complaint mechanisms "ill be 
applied. Implementing partners" ill be sensitized on PSEA 
and all those benefiting from the project as well other 
members oflhe communities and partners will be informed 
on complaint mechanisms. PScA \\ill be included in 
workshops as \\ell as specific gender and vulncrabilit)' 
related protection measures. 
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-

•• in Males and dders' ··dominance Probabilit):: Based on previous intenention the project \I ill put in place 
speeches and decision making Medium specific mechanisms to allo11 women and young women to 
1ersus ,vomen and )OUth could lm12acl lo[ free!} express thcmselles in the framework of the project 
cr..:ate a gender bias at the th!: 12roject: act ii ities. The understanding of social dynamics and roles 
in1plemcntation lcYcl affecting lJ.igh 11 ithin targeted communities and the support oflocal 
women and )Oung women's real implementing partners will be fundamental. 
participation 11ithin the project. 

Resistance or lack of \1 ill of k<.:} Probabilitv: The project team closely collaborated with kc) institutions at 
traditional and governmental Medium the national level since the project de!>ign phase. rhc 
institutions· representatives could lrn12act for consultations carried out in the project design phase II ith all 
undermine their participation in the 12roji.ct: relevant institutions and the relationship that the different 
project acti1 itiC!> affecting the 1 ligh partners built ,,ith relevant institutions II ill fi.1cilitatc their 
achievement of project outcome engagement along the difierenl project phases. Implementing 

partners pri, ilcged relations 1vi1h key persons within the 
communities targeted h} the project 11ill ensure their acti,e 
participation and invol\ement in the project 

Climatic conditions (heavy rains) PrQbabilit�: The planning of activities 11 ill take into account the rain} 
ma) affect implementing partners' lligh season to ensure feasibility of aJI activities without delays. 
mobility during field actil ities in lrn[!act for 
the month of August and delay the the nrojcct: 
implememation of the project. LOI\ 

Limited engagement and/or Pruhabl": Collaborative processes on land use planning arc well 
dissatisfaction with collaborative Medium e,tablishcd and tested ,,orld,, ide. including in Guinea-
processes lm12act for Bissau. Several in,truments exist (e.g. different consultation 

the 12roi,ct: processes) to minimi,re lack of engagement or dis,atisfaction 
high of particular indi, idual groups during the activities. 

d) Mouitorillg am/ eva/11atio11 - Describe the M&E approach for the project, including M&E 
expertise in the project team and main means and timing of collecting data? include: a budget
break-down for both monitoring and evaluation ac:livities, including collection o

f 

baseline and
end line data and an independent evaluation, and an approximate M&E timeline. Fund recipients
are obligated to reserve at least 5-7% of t he project budget.for M&E activities. including
sufficient funds for a quality, independent evaluation.

Monitoring & Evaluation strategies (M&E) are embedded in the project design and implementation to measure 
its effectiveness, determine progress towards outcomes and inform potential adaptations to the project strategy 
on an ongoing basis. The Operational Coordination Unit (OCU), including technical staff from FAO, UN 
llABIT AT and implementing partners, will be responsible for the effective development and implementation 
of all M&E related activities and for coordination in the production of reports to PBSO. and communication 
about the project. Particularly, an annual work plan (A WP) and a M&E plan will be prepared by the OCU 
with technical support from the PBF Secretariat in Guinea-Bissau. The M&E plan will stipulate monitoring 
activities to support reporting requirements and data collection activities, based on the Project's Results 
Framework. The M&E plan will be fine-tuned and implemented by the project team. To ensure constant 
feedback on the project, the monitoring and evaluation system will include the organization of regular follow

up meetings of the OCU and with the PBF secretariat in Bissau, which will analyze the data collected along 
the implementation of the project and to evaluate potential adaptation. The establishment of an institutional 
steering committee (ISC) with representatives from national and regional government departments and UN 
agencies and contracted NGOs will also represent a forum for validation and recommendations on planning and 
achieved results. 
The project will use both qualitative and quantitative M& E methods, such as surveys with participants to 
1nfonn the baseline and monitor progresses at the output and outcome level; attendance lists to monitor levels 
of participation in activities and activity and project reports to consolidate evidence, lessons learned, and capture 
overall progress towards objectives, with strategic reflections on contextual developments. All relevant 
information related to people benefiting from the project disaggregated by gender and age will be organized in 
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a database. Implementing partners and project field technicians based in the regions will realize data 
collections, thought focus group discussions and interviews. FAO will provide its MEAL expertise to support 
the project. 
A baseline and a final evaluation survey based on the results framework will be carried out and both will be 
built with reference to the Community Based Resilience index measurement including conflict data. 
Particularly, the final external evaluation will be organized with the support of an external consultant, or a 
team, with experience in the evaluation of peacebuilding projects and with a good understanding of the national 
context. Terms of reference for the final evaluation surveys will be developed and shared with partners and 
PBSO. Approximately 6% of the total budget will be allocated to external evaluation which will also include 
the identification and discussion of recommendations and learning points for greater impact of the work in the 
consolidation of peace in Guinea-Bissau. Monitoring and evaluation framework is the following· 

Quarters/ Actions I 2 3 4 5 6 

Prepare Worl-. Plan and the M&I.:. 
Plan with OCU and PBFS 

Basdine survc) and database 

Activitit.-s monitoring 

Follow up meetings bcl\,een 
OCU and PBF Sccrelariat 

Institutional Steering Committee 
Meetings 

Final E,aluation Final c,aluation 
report 

Reporting to PBSO Mid lcrrn Annual Final Report 
report Report 

e) Project exit strategy/ sustainability - Briej(v explain the project's exit stralegy to ensure thut the
projecl can be wrapped up al the end of the projecl duration, either through sustainabili(v
measures, agreements with other donors for follow-up Jimding or end of activities which do not
needjiirther supporl. lf supportfrom other donors is expecled, explain what the projecl will do
concrele�v and proactil-ely to tr:v lo ensure this support from lhe star/. Consider possible
partnerships with other donors or iris.

The intervention strategy has been built towards and around the concept of sustainability. The project aims to 
contribute to a long-lasting institutional change strengthening the legitimacy of existing policies through a 
series of activities that aims to ensure that these policies renect local realities and benefit from local knowledge. 
To do so, the project, since its conception phase, adopts an integrated approach that connects local 
communities, civil society, governments, and the international community through all the project 
implementation and at different levels. 
At the national level, the project includes specific activities to contribute to the institutionalization of the 
processes, tools and structures piloted and developed along the project implementation. Among others, 
the work to be developed with the National Land Commission with national institutions and the elaboration of 
policy recommendations to improve land governance and land law implementation will be key elements to 
disseminate the project results to relevant regional and national institutions and stakeholders. This will build on 
the momentum created during the revision of the Land Law and will keep the attention on the debate over land 
governance, whilst providing concrete subsidies for the elaboration and implementation of additional 
regulations and the associated instruments. These will, in tum, support the replication and scaling of the results 
of this project, and tackle one of the main issues identified concerning land governance, which refers to the 
weak legal framework. At the regional and local level, the project aims to stepstone towards the full 
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implementation of the land law and set the basis for durable change in this sense adopting a trust building 
approach. By investing in and fostering the relationship among different stakeholders, the project aims to create 
the condition for the bottom-up operationalization of collaborative structures and procedures foresaw by the 
current legislation. Through specific exchange activities dedicated to the reflection and dissemination of the 
experiences done along the implementation, the project aims to encourage the replication and scaling of the 
result out of its implementing area. At the community level, the project exit strategy is based on the facilitation 
and strengthening capacities approaches, also mobilizing local human resources ( youth and women) as well 
as promoting market based agro-entrepreneurship to generate income from land access. This will serve as a 
model to be promoted by the project to attract investment and donors for communities· peaceful livelihood 
development in the count1y. Local mvnership will be sought at each stage of the project development and 
implementation and will ensure that the results and impact of the proposed intervention will continue and be 
strengthened even after the completion of the initiative. 

III. Project budget

Provide brief additional information on project costs, highlighting any specific choices that have 
underpinned the budget preparation, especially for personnel, travel or other indirect project support, 
LO demonstrate value.for money for the project. Proposed budget for all projects must include sufficient 
funds.for an independent evaluation. Proposed budget for projects involving non-UN direct recipients 
must include fimds jhr independent audit. Fill out Annex A.2 on project value for money. 

The project budget was prepared in collaboration with F AO, UN-Habitat and Interpace. 
FAO budget amount to$ 1,073,926 and includes lnterpeace, KAFO and AD as implementing partners therefore 
the transfer to counterpart reaches$ 577 048 then 53,7 % ofFAO total budget. 
The staff budget was limited to 11% to total budget including national staff recruited for the project and part 
time international staff. The technical back stocking, project support, and operational cos and M&E represents 
$ 99 982,9 then 6,67 % of the project cost. Monitoring & evaluation represents$ 53 442 then 5,9% of the budget. 
FAO will use the facilities of its office in Bissau and 3 sub offices in the targeted regions to ensure the project 
operations management and follow-up. Independent evaluation and reporting will becharged on the F AO 
Budget for$ 40000. 
U -HABIT A T's budget of $ 426,074 entails around 68% ($ 274,000) for subcontracting of specialized 
services, namely the GO GRDR as an implementing partner for collaborative community mapping, and 
experts from the Global Land Tool Network (GL TN), of which UN-Habitat is part of, for land planning and 
governance issues. In addition, the budget includes fully or partially covering the costs of consultants ( both 
international and national) that will stay in-country for the duration of the project and will ensure the ongoing 
articulation "'ith all project stakeholders and the integrity of the work to be provided by the NGO and associated 
experts. The work will be coordinated by UN-Habitat staff, namely the Country Programme Coordinator, 
partially covered by the project for $ 30,000 ( 7  .53% ). 
About 15, 72% of the costs($ 62,200) concern travel logistics, bringing the experts to the country, and dealing 
with the in-country logistics associated with the variety of workshop sessions with national and local level 
stakeholders, which in turn represent around 5,78% of the budget ($ 23,000). Finally, the proposed budget 
partially covers running the e:\iSting U -Habitat premises in the country. totaling$ 9,000 ( 2.26%). 

Please note that in nearly all cases, the Peacebuilding Fund transfers projectfimds in a series of 
performance-based tranches. PBF's standard approach is to transfer project funds in two tranches 
for VA recipients and three tranches for non-UN recipients, releasing second and third tranches 

upon demonstration that performance benchmarks have been met. All projects include the following 
MO standard performance benchmarks: 1) at least 75% of funds from the first tranche have been 
commitled, and 2) all project reporting obligations have been met. In addition to these standard 
benchmarks and depending on the risk ra1ing or other context-specific factors, additional 
benchmarks may be indicated/or the release of second and third !ranches. 
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Please spec(/j,> he/ow any context-specific factors that may be relevant for the release of second and 
third tranches. These may include the successful conduct of elections, passage o.fkey legislation, the 
standing up of key counterpart units or ofji<;es. or other performance indicators that are necessary 
before project implementation may advance. Within your response, please reflect how performance
based tranches affect project sequencing considerations. 

Fill out two tables in the Excel budget Annex D.

In the first Excel budget table in Annex D. please include the percentage towards Gender Equality 
and Women's Empowerment (GEWE) for every activity. Also provide a clear justification for every 
GEWE allocation (e.g. training will have a session on gender equality. specific efforts will be made 
to ensure equal representation of women etc.). 
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Annex A.l: Checklist of project implementation readiness 

1. ,lementinQ partners been identified? If not, what steps remain and proposed timeline
2. iroiect staff been finalized and ready to advertise? Please attach to the submission 
3. Have project sites been identified? If not

_,_ 
what will be the process and timeline

4. Have local communities and government offices been consulted/ sensitized on the existence of the
,reject? Please state when this was done or when it will be done.

X 

XI 
XI 

5. Has any preliminary analysis/ identification of lessons learned/ existing activities been done? If not, what! XI
analysis remains to be done to enable implementation and proposed timeline?

6. Have beneficiary criteria been identified? If not, what will be the process and timeline.
7. Have any agreements been made with the relevant Government counterparts relating to project

implementation sites, approaches, Government contribution?
8. Have clear arrangements been made on project implementing approach between project recipient

orQanizations?
X 

X 

XI 

9. What other preparatory activities need to be undertaken before actual project implementation can
beQin and how lonq will this take?

N/A 

Gender 
-- - - - - - - -

10. Did UN gender expertise inform the design of the project (e.g. has a gender adviser/expert/focal point or
UN Women colleaque provided input)?
11. Did consultations with women and/or youth organizations inform the design of the project?
12. Aretherndicators-and tar_g_ets in the results framework disaggregated by sex and age?
13. Does the budget annex include allocations towards GEWE for all activities and clear justifications for
GEWE allocations?

X 

X 

X 

, 
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Annex A.2: Checklist for project value for money 

1. Does the project have a budget narrative justification, which provides additional project I X 
specific information on any maJor budget choices or higher than usual staffing, operational
or travel costs, so as to exp�l'1_how t�_p_roject ensures value for_ m_on_ey_?

2. Are unit costs (e.g. for travel, consultancies, procurement of materials etc) comparable with I X
those used in similar interventions (either in similar country contexts, within regions, or in 
past interventions in the same country context)? If not, this needs to be explained in the 
bud_g_et narrative section.

3. Is the proposed budget proportionate to the expected project outcomes and to the scope of I X

the project (e.g. number, size and remoteness of geographic zones and number of
proposed direct and indire�t be_11eficia!ie�)? flr-_o'lide any comments.

4. Is the percentage of staffing and operational costs by the Receiving UN Agency and by any I X
implementing partners clearly visible and reasonable for the context (i.e. no more than 20%
for staffing, reasonable operational costs, including travel and direct operational costs)
unless well justified in narrative section?

5. Are staff costs proportionate to the amount of work required for the activity? And is the I X 
project using local rather than international staff/expertise wherever possible? What is the
Justification for use of international staff, if applicable?

6. Does the project propose purchase of materials, equipment and infrastructure for more than
15% of the budget? If yes, please state what measures are being taken to ensure value for
money in the procurement process and their maintenance/ sustainable use for
peacebuilding after the project end.

7. Does the project propose purchase of a vehicle(s) for the project? If yes, please provide I X 
justification as to why existing vehicles/ hire vehicles cannot be used.

8. Do the implementing agencies or the UN Mission bring any additional non-PBF source of I X
funding/ in-kind support to the project? Please explain what is provided. And if not, why not.

X 

the project will purchase 3 motorbikes for 3 
field technicians based in the regions and in 

charge of monitoring project activities 
FAO will provide services of the FAQ 

Representation in Guinea Bissau 
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Annex 8.1: Project Administrative arrangements for UN Recipient Organizations 

(This section uses standard wording please do not remove) 

The UNDP MPTF Office serves as the Administrative Agent (AA) of the PBF and is responsible for 
the receipt of donor contributions, the transfer of funds to Recipient UN Organizations, the 
consolidation of narrative and financial reports and the submission of these to the PBSO and the PBF 
donors. As the Administrative Agent of the PBF, MPTF Office transfers funds to RUNOS on the basis 
of the signed Memorandum of Understanding between each RUNO and the MPTF Office. 

AA Functions 

On behalf of the Recipient Organizations, and in accordance with the UNDG-approved "Protocol on 
the Administrative Agent for Multi Donor Trust Funds and Joint Programmes, and One UN funds'' 
(2008), the MPTF Office as the AA of the PBF will: 

• Disburse funds to each of the RUNO in accordance with instructions from the PBSO. The AA will
normally make each disbursement within three (3) to five (5) business days after having received
instructions from the PBSO along with the relevant Submission form and Project document signed
by all participants concerned;

• Consolidate the financial statements (Annual and Final), based on submissions provided to the AA
by RUNOS and provide the PBF annual consolidated progress reports to the donors and the PBSO;

• Proceed with the operational and financial closure of the project in the MPTF Office system once
the completion is completed by the RUNO. A project will be considered as operationally closed
upon submission of a joint final narrative report. In order for the M PTF Office to financially closed
a project, each RUNO must refund unspent balance of over 250 USO, indirect cost (GMS) should
not exceed 7% and submission of a certified final financial statement by the recipient
organizations' headquarters):

• Disburse funds to any RUNO for any cost extension that the PBSO may decide in accordance with
the PBF rules & regulations.

Accountability, transparency and reporting of the Recipient United Nations Organizations 

Recipient United Nations Organizations will assume full programmatic and financial accountability 
for the funds disbursed to them by the Administrative Agent. Such funds will be administered by each 
RUNO in accordance with its own regulations, rules, directives and procedures. 

Each RUNO shall establish a separate ledger account for the receipt and administration of the funds 
disbursed to it by the Administrative Agent from the PBF account. This separate ledger account shall 
be administered by each RUNO in accordance with its own regulations, rules, directives and 
procedures, including those relating to interest. The separate ledger account shall be subject 
e>.clusively to the internal and external auditing procedures laid down in the financial regulations, 
rules, directives and procedures applicable to the RUNO. 

Each RUNO will provide the Administrative Agent and the PBSO (for narrative reports only) with: 

I Type of report J Due when j Submitted by 
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-

Semi-annual project I 5 June Convening Agency on behalf of all 
progress report implementing organizations and in 

consultation with/ quality assurance by 

PBF Secretariats, where they exist 

Annual project progress 15 November Convening Agency on behalf of all 
report implementing organizations and in 

consultation with/ quality assurance by 
PBF Secretariats, where they exist 

End of project report Within three months from Convening Agency on behalf of all 

covering entire project the operational project implementing organizations and Ill

duration closure (it can be consultation with/ quality assurance by 
submitted instead of an PBF Secretariats, where they exist 
annual report if timing 
coincides) 

Annual strategic I December PBF Secretariat on behalf of the PBF 

peacebuilding and PBF Steering Committee, where it exists or 

progress report (for Head of UN Country Team where it 
PRF allocations only), does not. 

which may contain a 
request for additional 

PBF allocation if the 
context requires it 

Financial reporting and timeline 

Timeline I Event 
30 April I Annual reporting - Report 04 exvenscs (Jan. to Dec. of previous vear)

Certijiedji11aljina11cial report to be provided by 30 June of the calelldar year after project 

closure 

UNEX also o ens for volunta dates 

31 Jul 
31 October 

Unspent Balance exceeding USD 250, at the closure of the project would have to been refunded and a 
notification sent to the MPTF Office, no later than six months (30 June) of the year following the 
completion of the activities. 

Ownership of Equipment, Supplies and Other Property 

Ownership of equipment, supplies and other property financed from the PBF shall vest in the RUNO 
undertaking the activities. Matters relating to the transfer of ownership by the RUNO shall be 
determined in accordance with its own applicable policies and procedures. 

Public Disclosure 
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The PBSO and Administrative Agent wil� ensure that operations of the PBF are publicly disclosed on 
the PBF website (www.un.org/peacebuilding/fund) and the Administrative Agent's website 
( www.mptf.undp.org). 

Annex B.2: Project Administrative arrangements for Non-UN Recipient Organizations 

([his section uses standard wording-please do not remove) 

Accountability, transparency and reporting of the Recipient Non-United Nations 

Organization: 

The Recipient Non-United Nations Organization will assume full programmatic and financial 
accountability for the funds disbursed to them by the Administrative Agent. Such funds will be 
administered by each recipient in accordance with its own regulations, rules, directives and 
procedures. 

The Recipient Non-United Nations Organization will have full responsibility for ensuring that the 
Activity is implemented in accordance with the signed Project Document; 

In the event of a financial review, audit or evaluation recommended by PBSO, the cost of such 
activity should be included in the project budget; 

Ensure professional management of the Activity, including performance monitoring and reporting 
activities in accordance with PBSO guidelines. 

Ensure compliance with the Financing Agreement and relevant applicable clauses in the Fund MOU. 

Reporting: 

Each Receipt will provide the Administrative Agent and the PBSO (for narrative reports only) with: 

Type of report Due when Submitted by 

Bi-annual project 15 June Convening Agency on behalf of all 
progress report implementing organizations and 111

consultation with/ quality assurance by 
PBF Secretariats, where they exist 

Annual project progress 15 November Convening Agency on behalf of all 
report implementing organizations and in 

consultation with/ quality assurance by 
PBF Secretariats, where they exist 

End of project report Within three months from Convening Agency on behalf of all 
covering entire project the operational project implementing organizations and 111

duration closure (it can be consultation with/ quality assurance by 
submitted instead of an PBF Secretariats, where they exist 
annual report if timing 
coincides) 
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Annual strategic I December PBF Secretariat on behalf of the PBF 
peacebuilding and PBF Steering Committee, where it exists or 
progress report (for PRF Head of UN Country Team where it 
allocations only), which does not. 
may contain a request 
for additional PBF 
allocation if the context 
requires it 

Financial reports and timeline 

Event 

Jan. to Dec. of revious ·ear 

Certified final financial report to be provide</ at the quarter followi11g the project fi11a11cia/ 

closure 

Unspent Balance exceeding USO 250 at the closure of the project would have to be refunded and a 
notification sent to the Administrative Agent, no later than three months (31 March) of the year 
following the completion of the activities. 

Ownership of Equipment, Supplies and Other Property 

Matters relating to the transfer of ownership by the Recipient Non-UN Recipient Organization will 
be determined in accordance \\-ith applicable policies and procedures defined b) the PBSO. 

Public Disclosure 

The PBSO and Administrative Agent will ensure that operations of the PBF are publicly disclosed on 
the PBF website (www.un.org/peacebuilding/fund) and the Administrative Agent website 
(www.mptf.undp.org). 

Final Project Audit for non-UN recipient organization projects 

An independent project audit will be requested by the end of the project. The audit report needs to be 
attached to the final narrative project report. The cost of such activity must be included in the project 
budget. 

Special Provisions regarding Financing of Terrorism 

Consistent with UN Security Council Resolutions relating to terrorism, including UN Security Council 
Resolution I 373 (200 I) and 1267 ( I 999) and related resolutions, the Participants are firmly committed 
to the international fight against terrorism, and in particular, against the financing of 
terrorism. Similarly, all Recipient Organizations recognize their obligation to comply with any 
applicable sanctions imposed by the UN Security Council. Each of the Recipient Organizations will 
use all reasonable efforts to ensure that the funds transferred to it in accordance with this agreement 
are not used to provide support or assistance to individuals or entities associated with terrorism as 
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designated by any UN Security Council sanctions regime. If, during the term of this agreement, a 
Recipient Organization determines that there are credible allegations that funds transferred to it in 
accordance with this agreement have been used to provide support or assistance to individuals or 
entities associated with terrorism as designated by any UN Security Council sanctions regime it will 
as soon as it becomes aware of it inform the head of PBSO, the Administrative Agent and the donor(s) 
and, in consultation with the donors as appropriate, detem1ine an appropriate response. 

Non-UN recipient organization (NUNO) eligibility: 

In order to be declared eligible to receive PBF funds directly, NUNOs must be assessed as technically, 
financially and legally sound by the PBF and its agent, the Multi Partner Trust Fund Office (MPTFO). 
Prior to submitting a finalized project document, it is the responsibility of each NUNO to liaise with 
PBSO and MPTFO and provide all the necessary documents (see below) to demonstrate that all the 
criteria have been fulfilled and to be declared as eligible for direct PBF funds. 

The NUNO must provide (in a timelv fashion, ensuring PBSO and MPTFO have sufficient time to 
review the package) the documentation demonstrating that the NUNO: 

► Has previously received funding from the UN, the PBF, or any of the contributors to the PBF,

in the country of project implementation.

► Has a current valid registration as a non-profit, tax exempt organization with a social based

mission in both the country where headquarter is located and in country of project

implementation for the duration of the proposed grant. (NOTE: If registration is done on an

annual basis in the country, the organization must have the current registration and obtain

renewals for the duration of the project, in order to receive subsequent funding tranches).

► Produces an annual report that includes the proposed country for the grant.

► Commissions audited financial statements, available for the last two years, including the

auditor opinion letter. The financial statements should include the legal organization that will 

sign the agreement (and oversee the country of implementation, if applicable) as well as the 

activities of the country of implementation. (NOTE: If these are not available for the country

of proposed project implementation, the CS0 will also need to provide the latest two audit

reports for a program or project-based audit in country.) The letter from the auditor should

also state whether the auditor firm is part of the nationally qualified audit firms.

► Demonstrates an annual budget in the country of proposed project implementation for the

previous two calendar years, which is at least twice the annualized budget sought from PBF

for the project.13

► Demonstrates at least 3 years of experience in the country where grant is sought.

>- Provides a clear explanation of the CS0's legal structure, including the specific entity which

will enter into the legal agreement with the MPTF-0 for the PBF grant. 

13 /\nnuali/ed PBf project hudgct is obtained b) dividing the PBF project budget b) the number of project duration

months and multipl}ing b) 12. 
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-cummo, vIs . .:,r-cf pr'.)o:ems 1nk.ed 
w:t.r-i ,arid goverr1c.1nce anc c.:>opera:e ri 
the ,.,no1ernen:at·on of poss1b:e 
solut,ons P.nhc1nc1ng �ne 
,r-1r.1en'eraat1011 of ·ht? La:id L1N 

'Anv SDG T a,ge· Iha: ''"S Oc::::an'e 
,nt,•btJtf s to 

Ar,; Un•ve, sat Per on_ Rev,e·,, ct 
,r Rt,J' t,; iUPR! rc-con,"1�-da:,o, 

t1a1 '�'•s Outcon1e tielrs i:.: 1in0Jf'r,1en· 
1nr! ·t so year1t'f UDR I 

Output 1 1 Regional dialogues on 
obstacle and possible solubon for 
a more InclusIve land governance 
are earned oU1 involving young 
men and young women leaders 
and representahves of key 
government and trad11Jonal 
tnst1tutIons 

nq 

1g vf t�r, p101t:(.! 

t rnc ns•,t 1t1Crl� rep·e,;;er.ta:.·✓e� 
!!-e lCt.v !Jt:'::i u• .ju tJ, :t• Jrrn " 

rl ,J'W\a,e 

ie r,a 

I nc :,JOirg 1;1 C..>I ,n·uri1t,, JSSX,dhO <; • 
J at lcve1 91.. verr me•11 ,ns!il, •.I1ons 

Output Indicator 1 1 1 
Number and quality of participants in the dialogue 
sessions disaggregated by gender age and 
localtty 

Baseline rJa 
Targer100 youth (of those 35% with less than 30 
years and 50% women) and 100 representatives 
of 1nstttultons ((35% women) 

Output Indicator 1 1 2 
Elostence of a programmatic document for youth 
Inclus1on in land governance 

Baseline rJa 
Target 1 public document 

·'le :::,eg 11. ng .)f :ne p1�1e:... 
and Oat<1 ,•,iii te ,:or,p.3red 
-N�h :hose ,o!lected a· the en1 
1! fhe 01 oiect through a 'if"!.:11 
t!\ra1uat1or ,,endl1'1e 

econ:, dlld ,dlld 

Attendance sheets and report 
of the dialogue sessions 

Pro1ect report and report for 
the Steenng Committee 
meetings (where the 
document will be presented) 

Output Indicator 1 1 3 I Radio emIssIons audio (mp3) 
Number of radio programme resum,ng the content 
of the dialogue sessions 

Baseline rJa 

100 youths and 100 
representatives 
part,cipabng tn dialogue 
after 6 months of 
implementabon 

Existence of 1 draft after 9 
months of implementation 

At least 4 programmes after 
9 months of 
1mplementahons 
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Outco•ne l Preve1,t;;-n--;;,d 
inanage,i1erit of c:orfhct related tc !and 
q,J,ern;i1�e s more effect"e tnan,.$ to 
tne ,:.0�1abvrat1on ct 'orrna arJ 
:rad·t1onal r·s� tutio1•s aria ccmrnun•t,es 

Output 1. 2 Part,opatory 
collaborative temtory planning 1s 
earned out with the participation of 
trad1t1onal, formal institutions and 
women and youth leaders 

Output 1 3 Policy 
recommendabons to improve land 
governance and land law 
1rnplementabon are develooed and 
d1ssem1nated to relevant regional 
and national 1nsbtuuons and 
stakeholders responsible for land 
governance 

Target 8 radio programmes broadcasted ,n 
national and community radios 

Output Indicator 1 2. 1 
Number of communities with collaboralively 
established land use plans 

Baseline0 
Target 10 

Output Indicator 1 2 2 
Number of participants 1n land use planning 
worllshops 

Baseline o
Target 10 per community, with at least 50% 
youth and women 

Output Indicator 1 3 1 
ElC1stence of evidence-based guidelines on 
collaborative settlement profiling and planning at 
the local level 

Baseline0 
Target 1 
Output Indicator 1 3.2 
Number of session of the Land National 
Commission where are discussed inputs provided 
by the proJect 
Baseline n/a 
Target 3 
Output Indicator 1 3 3 
Number and quality of government 
representatives who part1opate in the National 
Land Commission meetings 

Baseline n/a 
Target.5 representatives of government (political 
level) for each Meeting 

Outc;inie ln�,:;a'.01 2a 
Per�enta9e c' voutn tra,ned ,n by tt0e pro1ect thilt 
carry Dul nnd r,a��1c1pate 1n ;entire: prevention 
i11ld 111anr19erri-e�.: ac�.v1t,es at !he c:n:nur-•tr 
<-.cc:or ard reg cna· 1eve1 

Land use plans 

Worllshop attendance reports 

Guideline document N/A 

Minutes of the Land 
Commission sessions 

At least one meeting per 
semester 

Attendance sheets of the 
sessions 

n/a 

A baseline w,11 be �ollected at 50' by ttie e:1d ,:! the 
lhe beg,nning of /1e proiect I proier,t 
dnd data will oe comodred 
.-.,,� t",c,sc collect,;(! at the er :J 
o• the proiec; t�rougti .J !H1<1' 
evaiuat·cn (endh··1e 
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and act; veiy rrvclved vou:►, in ccnf11c; 
prevention 3r.d manc1qerrent 

A�y SDG l,lrJt")t �r.-at •rIs Out�c IT'le 
contribt ,tes •o) 

u'\riy u�,•versa µerioo1c Rev ew of 
Hur·j�r Rights ;UDR\ re::or:.rrer"'da�1on 
:�1a: tt•rs Outcor"le helps tC' 1n'P'PrT'ent 
and •1 so year of l PR 

Output 2 1 Young -
leaders. men and women, are 
capac1tated and their role In 
prevenbon and 
management of land related 
conflict Is strengthened 

Output 2 2 Land commIssIons iii 
the area of intervention are more 
effechve. and acbvely integrate 
trad1t1onal, forma: ms!Jtu!Jons, and 
youth men and women leaders 

Baseline ....-80 a! :re bea1nrw1a :/ !he pro1ec.: 
T argct rit ,east so· a1s3qgreci'med by ,.1ge 
gende· and eq:ori 

t:pcr h1Siht 
111 rrw.;s1011 

l:3,;.�p' I l.l •; 11,t. �-:�:ni uno Jf H e c 
T.11g,:-! .111 111ue,1�1..' ot J1 

Output lnd1catOJ iT , ---

1se h; 

If tr1i 

Number of youth part,cipaling In lhe training 
disaggregated by age, gender and locality 

Baseline nla 
Target 100 youth (40% women and 70% w,th less 
than 35 years) 

Output I nd,cator 2 1 2 
Number of radio debates Invo1Ving youth and 
representahves from trad1bonal and local 
authonbes on the role of youth In conflict 
management and resolu!Jon. 

Basehne nla 
Target at least 5 debates 

Output Indicator 2 2 1 
Number and quality of land commIssIons 
members disaggregated by gender, age and 
instrtutIon 

Baseline n/a 
Target 130 participants (15% youth male with 
less than 35 anos, 15% young women with less 
than 35 years and 15% women) 

Output Indicator 2 2 2 
Number of periodical meetings organized by land 
commissions disaggregated by locality 

A tas�l:'l( .'v' lX :all('( 'P.U .l' 
'',(_ bt!q:r 11111q ot 1'!( rroic,c,t 

:111 data -N1fl be uxnp:ireiJ 
1w,:t1 I hose '"'a,1ec1cd a1 tt· e e 
f tht;. '-JOJ€·ct PH )I 1qt, 

CVd'LdlhJf 1endl1ne\ 

Attendance sheets and report 
of the lra,ning sesSJons 

Rad,o debates audio (mp3) 

Attendance sheets and report 
of the commIss1ons- sessions 

Comm1ss1ons' activity report 
and morntonng system put in 
place by lnterpeaceNoz d, 
Paz 

1n riI:· ·--;c :)� -�, 
f."1d of ttic- poJE·C.t 

by tf'P 

100 youth after 12 months 
of Implementation 

5 debates after 12 months 
of Implementation 

130 members met at least 2 
times after 12 months of 
implementations 

52 meebngs after 12 
months of 1mplementat1on 
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(.1 :t, 1" l 11derrepre1e11tl!d
ro1111;: llll!/1 (//ld_l'OIIIIK l<'()f11('11 
are 1!111/lllll'l'Tl!d to act "' a 
colte,il'e ;:ro11p agree on 
common and ,hared 
fi111da111e11wf1. 1111d plar 1111 

actil•e role in /anti 
111111w1:e111em in their 
com1111111itie1 

Output 3 1 youth and women are 
supported and connected in their 
efforts to improve InclusIve land 
governance at the community 
level and communities are aware 
of lheir role and act1V1t1es in this 
field 

Output Indicator 2 2 3 
Number of v,deo clip resuming the land 
commIssIon expenence 

Baseline nla 
Target at least 10 

1a 

8f11J -,·c,unq .\.Omer 

.lb 

�f qrc urs ai}n,e " 1::t":J mt1"':��eme11� n 
H·e1r 1..Qmr·up1•1, 
Basel in� 
Tar_get f0 

-Outco,�P hn ca:o• ·:ic

Output Indicator 3 1 1 
Number of targeted communItIes wIt11 women 
and youth groups 
Baseline 0 
Target 30 

Output Indicator 3 1 2 
Number of listening groups (youth and women) 
w,th self defined rules obJect1ves and acbon 
plans on land management adopted by lhe1r 
communities and land committees 
Basehne 0 
Target.SO 

Video cl1pe (mp4) 

mon;torl11y ev-alu�t..on reoor:. 

rnori1tonog evaluation ,eport 

mon1tonng evaluation report 

monitonn-g evaluation report 

At least 10 video clips after 
15 months of 
ImplementatIons 

600 a! the end or the 
prc,,ec;t 

60 at Ire end of the p, �,, "' 

30 communities by the 
end of the proJect 

50 groups by the end of the 
project 

30 

I 

..
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I Output 3 2 access to informalion Output Indicator 3 2 1 monitoring evaluation report 30 young and 30 women 
and mass media for youth and number of youth I women reporters using solar members by the end of the 
women listening groups radio set to be informed pro1ect 
developed Baseline 0 

Target.60 

Output Indicator 3 2 2 monitonng: evaluation report 30 by the end of the proiect 
number of debates registered and broadcasted 
Baseline O 
Target.30 

Output Indicator 3 2 3 mon1tonng: evaluation report 60 by the end of the project 
Number of active reporters ( youth and women) 
nominated by listening groups 
Baseline O 
Target60 

Output 3 3 Output Indicator 3 3 1 monitonng evaluation report 75 young and 75 women 
access to sustainable market number of l1stenmg group members (youth and members by the end of the 

I onented agro entrepreneurship women) trained for marked oriented agro proiect 

I opportunities developed for group entrepreneurship 1nit1at1ves 
members Baseline O 

Target 150 

Output Indicator 3 3 2 monitoring evaluation report 60 young and 60 women 
number of listening group members (youth and members by the end of the 
women) rece1v1ng equipment and loans to pro1ect 
implement market onented agro 
entrepreneurship 

Baseline 0 
Target 120 

OutpU11nd1cator 3 3.3 mon1tonng: evaluat,on report 45 CSLS benefiting youth 
number of runct1ona1 community saving & Joan and women entrepreneurs 
systems (CSLS) seN1cing agro entrepreneurs In by the end of the project 
their communities 
Baseline O 
taroet45 
OU1put Indicator 3 3 4 mon1tonng: evaluation report end of the proJect 
Community res1hence index (livelihood and social 
cohesion) 
Baseline to be defined 
Target increase 

31 



1. Staff and other 

personnel  $ 120,800.00  $ 30,000.00  $ -    $ 150,800.00 

2. Supplies, 

Commodities,

Materials  $ 85,626.00  $ 23,000.00  $ -    $ 108,626.00 

3. Equipment, 

Vehicles, and 

Furniture (including 

Depreciation)  $ 16,500.00  $ -    $ -    $ 16,500.00 

4. Contractual 

services  $ 14,970.00  $ 274,000.00  $ -    $ 288,970.00 

5. Travel  $ 22,500.00  $ 62,200.00  $ -    $ 84,700.00 

6. Transfers and 

Grants to 

Counterparts  $ 637,448.00  $ -    $ -    $ 637,448.00 

7. General Operating 

and other Costs
 $ 105,825.00  $ 9,000.00  $ -    $ 114,825.00 

 Sub-Total   $ 1,003,669.00  $ 398,200.00  $ -    $ 1,401,869.00 

 7% Indirect Costs  $ 70,256.83  $ 27,874.00  $ -    $ 98,130.83 

 Total  $ 1,073,925.83  $ 426,074.00  $ -    $ 1,499,999.83 

First Tranche:  $ 751,748.20  $ 298,251.80  $ -    $ 1,050,000.00 70%

Second Tranche:  $ 322,177.80  $ 127,822.20  $ -    $ 450,000.00 30%

Third Tranche:  $ -    $ -    $ -    $ -   0%

TOTAL 1,073,926.00$     426,074.00$     -$    1,500,000.00$    

Tranche %

For MPTFO Use

Totals

Recipient Organization 1: 

FAO

Recipient Organization 2: 

UN HABITAT Recipient Organization 3
Totals

Performance-Based Tranche Breakdown

Recipient Organization 1: 

FAO

Recipient Organization 2: 

UN HABITAT
Recipient Organization 3 TOTAL




